Heilig Theatre
Third and Madison
S. HUROK, Inc.
PRESENTS
Anna Pavlowa
with
Ballet Russe
and
Symphony Orchestra
THEO. STIER, CONDUCTOR
LOCAL MANAGEMENT FRANK P. HOOD

PROGRAM
FRIDAY, JANUARY 4, AT 8:15

OVERTURE—"Solonelle" Glazounoff

II
AMARILLA
Ballet in One Act

Music by Glazounoff and Drigo
Scenery and Costumes Designed by Georges Barbier

THE COUNTESS Mila. Butsova
THE COUNT M. Vaginski
AMARILLA, a Young Gypsy ANNA PAVLOWA
HER BROTHER Laurent Novikoff
THE CHIEF OF THE TRIBE M. Zalewski
MARCHIONESSES Miles. Stuart, Friede, Glynde, Coles, Lake, Dorel, Ward, Faucheux
MARQUISSES M. Pianowski, Oliveroff, Domoslavski, Winter, Micholaichk, Algeranoff
GYPSIES Miles. Rogers, Griffith, Friede, Nichols
PEASANTS Miles. Faber, Bartlett, Crofton

(II)
ORIENTAL IMPRESSIONS

(A) DANCES OF JAPAN
1. Dojoji 2. Kappore 3. Takesu Bayashi
Arranged by Mr. Koshiro Natsumoto Fujima and Miss Pumi, Professors of Dancing at Tokyo. The Overture and Orchestral Arrangements from original Japanese theme by Henry Gehrl.
Scenery Designed and Painted by M. O. Allegri

Miles. Stuart, Friede, Coles, Glynde, Bartlett, Rogers, Nichols, Crofton, M. Algeranoff

(B)
A HINDU WEDDING
The Bride Mile. Nanita
The Bridegroom M. Vaginski
The Priests MM. Domoslavski and Winter
Friends of the Bride Miles. Griffith, Bartlett, Rogers, Elkington, Spencer, Ward
Friends of the Bridegroom MM. Oliveroff, Micholaichk, Sari, Lasselles
Nautch Girls M. Algeranoff

Miles. Stuart, Coles, Friede, Glynde, Lake, Faber, Faucheux, Gervis

(C)
KRISHNA and RHADA
Krishna M. F. Uday Shankar
Rhada ANNA PAVLOWA
The Goples Miles. Stuart, Coles, Friede, Glynde, Lake, Faber, Faucheux, Gervis

The Music for the two Hindu Scenes composed by Mile. Comolata Banerji
Dances arranged by M. F. Uday Shankar
Scenery reproducing the old Hindu Miniatures designed and painted by M. O. Allegri

III
DIVERTISSEMENTS

1. MAZOURKA Glazounoff

Miles. Coles, Friede, Lake, Glynde
MM. Zalewski, Domoslavski, Minter, Algeranoff

Coming, Chicago Grand Opera Company, March 13, 14, 15.
2. THE SWAN (Arranged by M. Fokine)
   (Cello Solo—Nicholas Levienne)
   ANNA PAVLOVA

3. BOLERO
   Laurence Novikoff
   ANITRA'S DANCE
   Grieg

4. VOICES OF SPRING
   Strauss
   HILDA BUTSOVA and M. OLIVEROFF

5. BLUE DANUBE WALTZ
   M. PLONOWSKI
   OVERTURE—"Soiuneile"
   Glazounoff

6. BLUE DANUBE WALTZ
   M. PLONOWSKI
   OVERTURE—"Dream on the Volga"
   Arensky

7. BACCHANALE
   ANNA PAVLOVA
   M. PLONOWSKI
   GLAZOUNOFF

**PROGRAM**

**SATURDAY, JANUARY 5, AT 8:15**

**OVERVIEW—"Dream on the Volga"**
   (Arranged by M. Fokine)
   Music by Nicolas Tchaerpenine
   Scenery and Costumes Designed by Ivan Bilibine
   Scenery Painted by O. Allegri
   Costumes Executed by Alka & Co., London

The Legendary Czar Dodon ...
   MM. Vaginski, Zalewski, Domoslavski, Winter, Micholaichik

**OLD RUSSIAN FOLK LOR**
   Ballet in One Act
   M. Vaginski
   Laurent Novikoff

**AUTUMN LEAVES**
   Choreographic Poem by Anna Pavlova
   Music by Chopin

**I**

**A CHRYSTANTHEMUM**
   MM. Vaginski, Zalewski, Domoslavski, Winter, Micholaichik

**THE NORTH WIND**
   M. OLIVEROFF

**DIVERTISSEMENTS**

**II**

**THE HOURS**
   Ponohienli

**III**

**HINDUX DANCES**
   Original Hindu Music
   M. OLIVEROFF

**HINDUX DANCES**
   M. OLIVEROFF

**DIVERTISSEMENTS**

**III**

**THE HOURS**
   Ponohienli

**MEMBERS OF THE PAVLOVA COMPANY TRAVEL ON THE**

**SHIPS OF THE UNITED STATES LINES.**

**EXECUTIVE STAFF FOR S. HRUOK, INC.**

On Tour with Mme. Pavlova:—HARRY BLOCK, Company Manager; CHARLES L. ACKER, Manager; JAMES HORNBERG; Master Machinist; HARRY PETERS, Chief Electrician; JAS. T. McFADDEN, Property Master; WALTER HEARN, Transportation Master.

Camp Fire is Every-day Life Made Worth While

Souvenir Books on Sale in the Lobby.
If you Are Interested in Camp Fire, Call Eliot 3208, 4169 Arcade Building.

CORNISH SCHOOL

Marta Courtney
American Dancer
Six Years with Pavlowa Company
is head of
Dancing Department

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
ROY AND HARVARD PHONE CAPITOL 0240

Edward Johnson
TENOR
METROPOLITAN OPERA CO.

JANUARY 19

Plymouth
Congregational Church

Seats $2.20, $1.65

Mail Orders to Marjory Cowan
at Cornish School

Seats on Sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.
January 17, 18, 19

NOTICE—Moroni Olsen Players present "Mr. Pim Passes By," Wom-

There Are 180,000 Young Girls Following the Camp Fire Program. Is Your Daughter One?